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Review snapshot 
What we examined 
We assessed if the Victorian Building Authority (VBA) is effectively responding to recent recommendations to 
improve its performance to meet contemporary standards for a best-practice regulator. 

Why this review is important  What we concluded What we recommended 
VBA regulates the building and 
plumbing industries. Its job is to 
make sure buildings across Victoria 
are safe, well designed and meet 
standards.  
However, VBA did not meet all the 
government's performance targets 
for 2021–23. And 3 separate reviews 
made 48 recommendations for VBA 
to improve its performance. 
We did this limited assurance review 
to assess VBA's progress in meeting 
the targets and actioning 
recommendations from these 
reviews. 

Nothing came to our attention to 
indicate that VBA is not responding 
to recommendations to improve its 
performance. 
VBA has completed 
5 recommendations. And it is 
working on 31. But as of 
October 2023 VBA still has a 
significant amount of work to do to 
become a best-practice regulator. 
VBA does not consistently monitor 
and report its progress against all 
targets and recommendations. This 
means it cannot be sure it is making 
all the improvements. 

We made one recommendation for 
VBA to consistently monitor its 
progress against all targets and 
recommendations to improve its 
performance. 
 
→ Full recommendation 

Key facts and findings 

 

Note: *Based on the Australian Bureau of Statistics. 
Source: VAGO. 
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Our recommendation 
We made one recommendation to address one key issue. The Victorian Building Authority 
has accepted this recommendation in principle.  
 

Key issue and corresponding recommendation 
Agency 
response 

Issue: The Victorian Building Authority does not consistently monitor and report its progress against all 
targets and recommendations 

Victorian Building 
Authority 

1 Set up a system to consistently monitor its progress against all targets 
and recommendations to improve its performance.  
The Victorian Building Authority should use this system to:  
 monitor its progress against each target and recommendation 
 identify and address risks specific to each target and 

recommendation  
 regularly report its progress against all targets and 

recommendations to its board  
 regularly report its progress against all targets to the public, as the 

government requires (see Section 3).  

Accepted in 
principle  
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What we found 
This section summarises our key findings. Sections 2 and 3 detail our complete findings, 
including supporting evidence.  
When reaching our conclusions, we consulted with the audited agencies and considered 
their views. The agencies’ full responses are in Appendix A.  
 
Why we did this 
review 

The Victorian Building Authority (VBA) was set up in 2013 to regulate the building and plumbing 
industries. It plays a central role in making sure buildings and homes across the state are safe. Its 
job includes:  
 registering, licensing and disciplining builders and plumbers 
 inspecting building and plumbing work to make sure it meets relevant quality and safety 

standards. 
Since 2021, 3 separate reviews have made recommendations for VBA to improve: 
 how it targets inspections to focus on higher-risk buildings 
 its workplace culture  
 its information and data systems to help it become a better regulator.  

 
Targets and 
recommendations 
for VBA  

We assessed VBA's progress against 48 recommendations it received between September 2022 
and May 2023 to improve its performance.  
Figure 1 lists where the recommendations are from and when VBA or the government accepted 
them. 

Recommendations for VBA 

Source of recommendations 
Number of 

recommendations When they were accepted 

Stage One Final Report to Government: Expert 
Panel on Building Reform (Stage One Report)  

9* May 2023 

Better Regulation Victoria’s VBA health check 30 October 2022 

VBA board's independent inquiry into 
workplace culture (independent inquiry) 

9  September 2022 (from first 
report)  

 March 2023 (from second 
report) 

Note: *The Stage One Report made 16 recommendations to the entire building sector, not just VBA. We looked at 9 specific parts of 
the 16 recommendations that were for VBA and possible to action without sector-wide reform.  
Source: VAGO based on the Stage One Report, Better Regulation Victoria's VBA health check and the independent inquiry. 

We also assessed VBA’s progress against 14 performance targets from the Minster for Planning's 
Statement of Expectations for Victorian Building Authority 2021–23 (2021–23 SOE).  

Statement of expectations 
A statement of expectations is a formal public statement made by the responsible minister to a regulator. 
These statements give the regulator clear guidance on the government's strategic priorities in its area.  
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Our key findings Our findings fall into 2 areas: 
1 VBA has started to address recommendations to become a better regulator, but there is a 

long way to go. 
2 VBA does not consistently monitor and report its progress against all targets and 

recommendations. 

 

Key finding 1: VBA has started to address recommendations to become a better 
regulator, but there is a long way to go 
Progress against 
recent reviews 

VBA told us it is committed to addressing all the recommendations. It has: 
 already completed 5 
 started working on 31  
 not started 12. 
This is good progress given VBA only got some recommendations as recently as May 2023. But it 
still has a lot of work to do because the remaining recommendations involve major changes. 

 
Progress against 
the 2021–23 SOE 

VBA only fully met 6 of the 14 2021–23 SOE targets. It partially met 3 and did not meet 5.  
It also did not meet the Minister for Planning's requirements to publicly report its progress.  
VBA is in a better position to meet the next statement of expectations because it has made good 
progress on recommendations to become a better regulator.  
VBA told us it expects to receive its next statement of expectations in October 2023. 

 
Examples of 
work VBA still 
needs to do 

Despite its recent progress, VBA still has a lot of work to do to become a best-practice regulator. 
Some examples of significant changes it still needs to make are:  
 setting up a risk-based building inspection program that targets high-risk buildings and 

construction sites 
 improving how it communicates with builders and plumbers to make them more aware of 

common issues across the sector and how to avoid them 
 upgrading its outdated information and data systems to help it track and manage inspections 

and complaints. 
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Key finding 2: VBA does not consistently monitor and report its progress against 
all targets and recommendations 
Monitoring 
progress 

VBA does not consistently monitor its progress against all the targets and recommendations. And 
it has not identified specific risks to completing each of them.  
Consistently tracking its progress against all the targets and recommendations would: 
 give VBA a better overall picture of its progress and what it still needs to do 
 allow VBA to accurately report its progress to internal and external stakeholders 
 help VBA understand the risks it needs to manage to successfully improve its performance. 

 
Public reporting 
issues 

The Minister for Planning required VBA to report its progress against all the 2021–23 SOE targets 
in its annual reports. But we found it did not do this.  
This means VBA has not been transparent about its progress against the SOE targets with the 
public. 

 
VBA’s new 
evaluation 
framework 

VBA has developed an evaluation framework for its 2022–27 strategic plan.  
This is a positive step towards improving how it tracks its performance.  
But it is not clear if VBA will use this framework to monitor and report its progress against all the 
targets and recommendations.  
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1.  
Review context 
The Victorian Government set up VBA to regulate the building and plumbing industries.  
Since April 2021, 3 reviews, including one that covered the whole building sector, have 
made 48 recommendations on how VBA could improve its performance.  
 
The Victorian building sector 
What VBA does VBA is the main regulator for the building and plumbing industries in Victoria. Councils also have a 

role in enforcing standards.  
VBA is responsible for: 
 registering, licensing and disciplining builders and plumbers 
 inspecting building and plumbing work 
 managing complaints 
 investigating, auditing and enforcing compliance with the Building Act 1993, Building 

Regulations 2018 and Plumbing Regulations 2018 
 overseeing building surveyors’ work and Victoria’s building permit system 
 doing statewide cladding audits with Cladding Safety Victoria to identify buildings with 

combustible cladding. 

 
VBA’s structure VBA’s board governs VBA and makes sure it is an effective regulator. It is directly accountable to 

the Minister for Planning. 
Under the Building Act 1993, the board consists of:  
 a chief commissioner 
 a deputy chief commissioner  
 at least 3 other commissioners.  
The board, with the approval of the minister, appoints VBA's CEO. The CEO is responsible for VBA's 
operations and performance and is accountable to the board. 

 
VBA’s leadership 
change 

VBA’s new CEO started on 3 July 2023.  
The new CEO was the previous Commissioner for Better Regulation and Red Tape Commissioner. 
They also chaired the expert panel for the building system review. 

 
Department of 
Transport and 
Planning 

The Department of Transport and Planning advises the Minister for Planning on legislation, 
regulation and policies associated with Victoria’s building sector.  
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The former Department of Environment of Land, Water and Planning played this role before 
machinery-of-government changes on 1 January 2023. 

 

Recent reviews that included VBA 
Timeline Figure 2 shows a timeline of events relating to the recent reviews that involved VBA. 

Events relating to the recent reviews that involved VBA 

Source: VAGO. 

 
Statement of 
expectations 

The Minister for Planning issued the 2021–23 SOE on 26 September 2021. It was effective from the 
date the minister issued it to 30 June 2023.  
The statement required VBA to:  
 meet 14 performance targets  
 report its progress against all targets in its annual report.  
VBA told us it expects to get its next statement of expectations in October 2023. 

 
Expert panel on 
building system 
review, 
stage one 

In December 2019, the Victorian Government appointed an expert panel to review how it regulates 
the building sector.  
The review aimed to outline potential improvements to the sector's legal frameworks.  
The Victorian Government published the Stage One Report in March 2023.  
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The Stage One Report made 16 recommendations to the government. We identified 9 parts of 
these recommendations that:  
 are directed at VBA  
 VBA can implement without legislative reform.  
One of these recommendations is specifically for the government to ‘actively support the 
improvement of the VBA's capacity so that it is a contemporary best practice regulator’. 
The government accepted all the recommendations in May 2023. But it has not publicly released a 
response to its findings. 

 
VBA’s 
independent 
inquiry 

In May 2022, VBA’s board commissioned the independent inquiry into VBA’s workplace culture. 
The independent inquiry made 2 reports: 
 The inquiry finished the first report in September 2022.  
 The inquiry finished the second report in March 2023.  
The independent inquiry made 9 recommendations, which VBA accepted. 

 
Better 
Regulation 
Victoria’s VBA 
health check 

Better Regulation Victoria is part of the Department of Treasury and Finance. Its role is to make 
sure regulators work in the best way possible.  
Better Regulation Victoria did a health check of VBA in 2022. It compared VBA’s performance 
against its best-practice guide for regulators – Towards Best Practice.  
Better Regulation Victoria finished its final report in October 2022. It made 30 recommendations, 
which VBA accepted.  
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2.  
VBA’s progress so far 
VBA is committed to improving its performance. It has completed 5 recommendations 
from the 3 reviews and has started addressing 31. But the scale of improvements it still 
needs to make is significant.  
 
VBA’s overall progress 
VBA’s progress 
by theme 

We grouped the 14 SOE targets and 48 recommendations into 5 themes.  
Figure 3 shows VBA’s overall progress by theme. 

VBA’s overall progress against the 5 themes 

 

Note: See appendices D to F for a list of all SOE targets and recommendations from the Stage One Report and Better Regulation 
Victoria’s VBA health check. The appendices also outline VBA’s progress against the targets and recommendations.  
Source: VAGO. 
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 Supporting staff wellbeing 
Progress 
summary 

VBA has a responsibility to provide a safe workplace for its staff. A positive workplace culture is 
also important to ensure VBA can effectively and efficiently deliver its regulatory services.  
VBA is improving its workplace culture. It has made significant improvements in response to the 
independent inquiry’s 9 recommendations.  
Despite only getting the recommendations in late 2022 and early 2023, it has already completed 4 
and started the other 5. 

 
VBA … We found … 
 has reviewed how it used non-disclosure 

agreements and separation deeds in the last 5 
years.  

 has revised its non-disclosure policy to say it will 
not use them in cases of bullying, sexual 
harassment and assault. 

VBA did not release former staff from non-disclosure 
agreements and separation deeds.  
But the independent inquiry did not recommend that 
VBA change past agreements. 

developed a new Integrity Framework in June 2023. the framework links to VBA’s Conflict of Interest Policy. 
And it has useful information about how VBA will 
manage real, potential and perceived conflicts of 
interest. 

developed an assessment tool to help manage 
workloads, in line with a recommendation from Better 
Regulation Victoria’s health check.  

this tool will allow VBA to better understand and 
manage staff workloads.  

 

 Ensuring compliance and enforcing standards 
Key issues and 
improvements 

It is important that VBA: 
 inspects buildings and construction to make sure they comply with relevant quality and safety 

standards 
 makes sure builders and plumbers meet quality and safety standards.  
Recent reviews found VBA was not a best-practice regulator because it was not consistently 
targeting its inspections based on risk to the community.  
The table below summarises the key findings and improvements in this area from the reviews. 
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The reviews found … And VBA needed to … 
the 2021–23 SOE had a target for VBA to inspect 
10 per cent of new buildings.  
The target presented a challenge for the VBA to implement 
a risk-based inspection program. Instead of focusing on 
higher-risk buildings, VBA prioritised less complex 
inspections to meet the target.  

improve its audit and inspection processes, 
including: 
 developing an approach that considers a 

building’s risk level 
 keeping a record of builders and plumbers who 

may not be meeting quality and safety 
standards. 

VBA’s enforcement priorities were unclear and did not 
focus on addressing the greatest risks of harm to the 
community. 

develop policies and procedures that clearly outline 
VBA's enforcement priorities. 

both VBA and councils can enforce regulations under the 
Building Act 1993. But it was not always clear who should 
act. 

finalise an agreement with councils to clarify their 
roles and responsibilities to avoid duplication. 

 
Progress 
summary 

VBA has started to address recommendations to make sure builders and plumbers comply with 
quality and safety standards.  
VBA started most of this work recently because it got most of the recommendations from late 
2022.  
This means VBA still needs to make significant changes in this area to become a best-practice 
regulator. 

 
VBA has … We found … 
made 2 dashboards to track builders and plumbers 
who consistently do not meet quality and safety 
standards. 

the dashboards will help VBA better identify builders and 
plumbers who pose a risk to the community.  
But for the dashboards to do this accurately VBA needs to 
address its underlying data collection issues, which the 
reviews also identified.  

started to revise its Compliance and Enforcement 
Policy. 

its new policy is still a draft. So it is too early to assess if it will 
improve VBA’s practices.  

started working with councils and the Department 
of Transport and Planning to clarify its 
responsibilities and councils’ responsibilities. 

VBA is taking part in a working group led by the Department 
of Transport and Planning. But the department has not 
finalised an agreement with councils yet.  

 
Virtual 
inspections 

In May 2023, the media reported concerns over VBA using technology, including iPhones, to 
remotely inspect buildings and construction sites after the COVID-19 pandemic. 
We found that VBA got and followed legal advice to do this. VBA had to keep inspecting buildings 
during the pandemic while protecting its staff and following public health requirements.  
VBA told us that it only used virtual inspections for some low-risk plumbing inspections and had 
not used virtual inspections for mandatory or proactive building inspections.  
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 Promoting good practices across the sector 
Key issues and 
improvements 

Recent reviews found VBA was not: 
 effectively communicating with plumbers and builders to help them improve their work and 

comply with their legal obligations 
 promoting positive behaviour and good practice across the building and plumbing industries.  
The below table summarises the key findings and improvements in this area from the reviews. 

 
The reviews found … And VBA needed to … 
builders and plumbers did not engage with VBA’s 
written inspection results or its reporting on broader 
sector issues. 

communicate with builders and plumbers better so they 
understand common issues and how to avoid them. 

VBA was missing opportunities to educate practitioners 
when consumers found defects in their building work.  

work with builders to fix defects, including by:  
 educating builders and plumbers to improve their 

understanding of building regulations  
 allowing builders and plumbers to use alternative 

construction methods or materials that also meet 
requirements. 

 
Progress 
summary 

VBA has started to address these issues. But its progress has been slow. VBA did not fully meet 
2 of 5 2021–23 SOE targets in this area. And it has not started 6 recommendations from Better 
Regulation Victoria’s health check. 

 
VBA … We found … 
has not started Better Regulation Victoria’s 
recommendations to improve how it communicates 
with stakeholders, including builders and plumbers, 
about its enforcement priorities, standards and 
outcomes. 

these recommendations were recent. VBA accepted 
them in October 2022.  
But they are critical to making sure builders and 
plumbers meet relevant quality and safety standards.  

delivered 17 public webinars on building and plumbing 
standards in 2021–23  

on average, over 700 builders and plumbers attended 
each webinar in 2022–23.  
VBA evaluated the webinars. It found that most 
attendees thought they were informative and helpful. 

has started to develop an online identity verification 
process for builders and plumbers to improve 
cybersecurity and user experience. 

VBA has committed to finish digitising its systems in 
2024–25.  
But it is unclear how it is assessing if changes have 
improved builders’, plumbers’ and consumers’ 
experience of interacting with VBA. 
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 Modernising information and data systems 
Key issues and 
improvements 

Recent reviews found VBA’s information and data systems were too outdated to meet the needs of 
a contemporary regulator. This is because they did not let VBA: 
 use data to track emerging risks to the community  
 monitor and report on its enforcement activity, such as inspection results 
 effectively communicate with builders and plumbers. 
The table below summarises the key findings and improvements in this area from the reviews. 

 
The reviews found … And VBA needed to … 
staff manually made internal reports on VBA’s 
enforcement activity.  
This made reporting time-consuming and prone to 
errors.  

 digitise and streamline its enforcement processes 
 define what data it needs so it can start collecting it. 

VBA did not have a system to easily manage consumer 
complaints and track inspection results. 

invest in its information technology systems so it can 
track and manage all inspections and complaints from 
start to finish. 

VBA did not have a system to record and collate the 
written advice it gives builders and plumbers on 
inspection results. 

develop a secure online portal that builders and 
plumbers can use to access this advice. 

 
Progress 
summary 

VBA has started using its data better. For example, it has made dashboards to track staff workloads 
and high-risk builders and plumbers.  
But it has not made significant progress in digitising its enforcement processes. 

 
VBA … We found … 
has started to identify the data it needs to properly 
monitor its activities. 

as of August 2023 it has not finished this work.  
Without good-quality data, VBA will not be able to tell if 
its overall performance is improving.  

established a data office in 2021–22. this will allow VBA to focus on improving how it collects 
and uses data. 

started making an online portal so builders and 
plumbers can take their registration exams online.  
Builders and plumbers need to pass these exams before 
they can provide services to the community. 

VBA expects to complete this by October 2023. 
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 Ensuring financial sustainability  
Key issues and 
improvements 

VBA relies on registration fees that builders and plumbers pay to fund its work. To be sustainable 
VBA needs to: 
 set fees that cover all the costs associated with its regulatory activities 
 do its work efficiently to get the most out of available funding.  
But the Stage One Report noted that VBA was struggling to sustainably fund its regulatory 
activities, including inspections.  
VBA also told us that it sees a lack of resources as a barrier to actioning recommendations from the 
recent reviews.  

 
Progress 
summary 

The 2021–23 SOE required VBA to review registration fees and comply with all the Victorian 
Government’s procurement requirements. 
We found that VBA partially met this target because it reviewed registration fees but did not 
comply with 2 of the Victorian Government's 18 procurement requirements. It did not: 
 have plans to manage all contracts 
 monitor when its contractors’ insurance expired during the work they were doing for VBA. This 

meant VBA could not ask them to renew it. 
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3.  
Monitoring and reporting on 
progress 
VBA does not consistently monitor its progress and risks for each target and 
recommendation. This means its board does not:  
• have a full picture of all the changes VBA needs to make 
• know if VBA is on track to make these changes.  
VBA recently developed a framework to track progress against its 2022–27 strategic plan, 
which includes some targets and recommendations. But it is not clear if or how VBA will 
use this framework to monitor and report on all of them. 
 
VBA does not consistently monitor and report on all targets and 
recommendations 
Separate 
monitoring and 
reporting 
processes 

VBA separately monitors and reports its progress against the targets and recommendations.  
It monitors and reports its progress against ... To its ... 
the 2021–23 SOE targets  board  

 regulatory operations committee, which 
is a board subcommittee. 

the independent inquiry recommendations  board  
 independent inquiry committee, which 

is a board subcommittee. 
its 2022–27 strategic plan, which includes 
recommendations from Better Regulation 
Victoria's health check 

board. 

the Stage One Report’s recommendations regulatory reform committee. 
The board is responsible for making sure VBA is an effective regulator. But it does not get a 
consolidated report that outlines:  
 all the changes VBA needs to make to become a better regulator  
 if VBA is on track to make all the changes 
 any significant risks associated with VBA making these changes.  
This means it is difficult for the board to:  
 oversee VBA’s improvements 
 make sure VBA accurately reports its progress to internal and external stakeholders. 
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VBA’s progress reports against the 2021–23 SOE were not clear 
Public 
transparency 

The Minister of Planning required VBA to report its progress against all the 2021–23 SOE targets in 
its annual reports. The minister said VBA’s annual reports should outline: 
 VBA’s starting point for each target 
 what VBA is doing to meet each target. 
But VBA did not meet these requirements. This is because its 2021–22 annual report:  
 did not clearly outline the targets 
 did not include VBA's starting point for all the targets 
 only reported its progress against one target. 
This means VBA has not been transparent about its progress against the SOE targets with the 
public. However, VBA told us that it would include specific reference to the 2021–23 SOE in its 
2022–23 annual report. 

 
Accuracy of 
reports 

We found differences between VBA's internal reporting and our assessment of VBA's progress. 
In January 2023, the board received a report that said there were minor risks of VBA not meeting 
3 of the 14 targets by 30 June 2023. 
But in September 2023, VBA told us it did not fully meet 4 targets. And our assessment of the 
information VBA gave us indicates that it did not meet 5 targets and only partially met 3.  
This means the progress report VBA gave its board did not accurately outline the risk that it would 
not meet more of the targets. 
See Appendix D For more detailed information about these targets. 

 

VBA has not identified risks to each target and recommendation  
Identifying and 
linking risks 

VBA has not identified risks to specific targets and recommendations. Instead, it told us about 
4 organisation-wide risks that could affect its progress:  
 It may not have enough resources to make all the improvements. 
 It is not sure if future building sector reforms will lead to more changes. 
 The scale of the improvements it needs to make is significant. 
 Many of the improvements depend on each other, so if one change does not happen or is not 

effective it may impact others.  
VBA has not linked these risks to individual targets and recommendations. This limits its ability to: 
 understand how significant the risks are for specific targets and recommendations  
 fairly and accurately report on the targets and recommendations it can or cannot complete 
 develop achievable strategies to address the risks. 

 
Improving VBA’s 
risk 
management 
system 

VBA met its 2021–23 SOE target to improve its risk management system. VBA told us it is working 
to further improve it and expects to finish this work by March 2024. For example, VBA is: 
 working to include risk assessments in all its systems and processes 
 seeking guidance and support from relevant public sector agencies, such as the Victorian 

Managed Insurance Authority. 
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VBA has a plan to evaluate its overall progress  
Evaluation 
framework 

In February 2023, VBA developed an evaluation framework for its 2022–27 strategic plan. A key 
part of this plan is to improve its performance as a regulator.  
The framework outlines how VBA will consistently evaluate its progress. But it is not clear if it will 
use this framework to monitor and report its progress against all the targets and 
recommendations. 

 
Gaps in the 
framework 

VBA's evaluation framework is a positive step towards coordinating how it monitors and reports its 
performance. But we found gaps in the framework:  

According to the Victorian Government’s … But VBA’s evaluation framework does not: 
Resource Management Framework, an agency 
should: 
 specify its goals, inputs and outputs 
 set performance measures and targets 
 report on performance. 

 define the inputs and outputs that 
contribute to VBA achieving its goals 

 clearly outline the measures and data VBA 
will use to assess its performance. 

Data Quality Guideline, an agency should 
maintain and improve the quality of its data. 

outline how it will improve the quality of its 
data. 

VBA told us it is developing an evaluation plan to go with the framework. This plan may address 
some of these gaps.  

 

VBA is reviewing its board and executive team’s governance 
Board and 
executive team 
review 

In June 2023, VBA started a review to assess if its board and executive team have effective 
processes, policies, practices and structure.  
The review also assessed VBA's progress against past recommendations from a similar review in 
2021, which an external firm conducted.  
VBA’s board approved an internal review of its effectiveness for 2023. VBA told us it is not required 
to use an external firm to do this. 
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Appendix A:  
Submissions and comments 
We have consulted with the Victorian Building Authority and the Department of Transport 
and Planning, and we considered their views when reaching our review conclusions. As 
required by the Audit Act 1994, we gave a draft copy of this report, or relevant extracts, to 
those agencies and asked for their submissions and comments.  
Responsibility for the accuracy, fairness and balance of those comments rests solely with 
the agency head. 
 
Responses received 

Agency Page 
Victorian Building Authority A–2 
Department of Transport and Planning A–4 
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Response provided by the Interim Chief Commissioner, VBA 
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Response provided by the Interim Chief Commissioner, VBA – continued 
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Response provided by the Secretary, Department of Transport and Planning 
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Appendix B:  
Abbreviations, acronyms and 
glossary 
Abbreviations We use the following abbreviations in this report: 

Abbreviation  

2021–23 SOE  Statement of Expectations for Victorian Building Authority 2021–23 

independent 
inquiry 

VBA board's independent inquiry into workplace culture 

Stage One 
Report 

Stage One Final Report to Government: Expert Panel on Building Reform 

 

 
Acronyms  We use the following acronyms in this report: 

Acronym  

VAGO Victorian Auditor-General’s Office 

VBA Victorian Building Authority 
 

 
Glossary This glossary includes an explanation of the types of engagements we perform: 

Term  

Reasonable 
assurance 

We achieve reasonable assurance by obtaining and verifying direct evidence from a 
variety of internal and external sources about an agency's performance. This enables us 
to express an opinion or draw a conclusion against an audit objective with a high level 
of assurance. We call these audit engagements. 
See our assurance services fact sheet for more information. 

Limited 
assurance 

We obtain less assurance when we rely primarily on an agency’s representations and 
other evidence generated by that agency. However, we aim to have enough confidence 
in our conclusion for it to be meaningful. We call these types of engagements assurance 
reviews and typically express our opinions in negative terms. For example, that nothing 
has come to our attention to indicate there is a problem. 
See our assurance services fact sheet for more information. 

 

 
 

https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Our role/Our-assurance-services.pdf
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Our role/Our-assurance-services.pdf
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Appendix C:  
About this limited assurance 
review 
Review objective To determine if VBA is effectively responding to recent recommendations to improve its 

performance to meet contemporary standards for a best-practice regulator. 

 
Review scope To form our conclusion against the review objective we addressed the following criteria: 

 Has VBA identified, planned and prioritised actions to meaningfully address the 
recommendations from relevant reviews? 

 Is VBA identifying risks, barriers and appropriate mitigation strategies associated with 
addressing recommendations from relevant reviews? 

 Is VBA monitoring and reviewing its progress in addressing recommendations from relevant 
reviews? 

We did not assess the basis for the recommendations from the recent reviews and the 
circumstances that led to those reviews. 

 
Agencies we 
included in this 
review 

We included the following agencies in our review: 
Agency Key responsibilities 

VBA VBA is the statutory authority to promote efficient and competitive building and 
plumbing industries in Victoria.  
Specifically, its role is to: 
 register, license and discipline building practitioners 
 inspect building and plumbing work 
 manage complaints about building and plumbing work 
 investigate, audit and enforce compliance with the Building Act 1993, Building 

Regulations 2018 and the Plumbing Regulations 2018 
 oversee building surveyors’ work and Victoria’s building permit system 
 do statewide cladding audits with Cladding Safety Victoria to identify the extent of 

noncompliant combustible cladding in Victoria. 

Department of 
Transport and 
Planning 

The Department of Transport and Planning’s building division advises the Victorian 
Government on legislation, regulations and policies associated with the building sector. 

The scope of our review did not include the Department of Transport and Planning. We only 
examined VBA. 

 
Our methods As part of this review we: 

 got attestations from VBA on its progress against all the targets and recommendations 
 assessed VBA's progress in implementing the targets and recommendations, including by 

collecting relevant evidence. 
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Compliance We conducted our review in accordance with the Audit Act 1994 and ASAE 3500 Performance 
Engagements to obtain limited assurance to provide a basis for our conclusion.  
We complied with the independence and other relevant ethical requirements related to assurance 
engagements. 
We also provided a copy of the report to the Department of Premier and Cabinet and the 
Department of Treasury and Finance. 

 
Cost and time The full cost of the review and preparation of this report was $325,000. 

The duration of the review was 6 months from initiation to tabling. 
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Appendix D:  
Progress against 2021–23 SOE 
targets 
Figure D1 lists the 2021–23 SOE targets. It also outlines VBA’s attested status against them 
and our assessment. 
 
Figure D1: VBA’s progress against the 2021–23 SOE targets 

No. Target VAGO theme 

VBA’s 
attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed 
status* Comments 

1 By June 2023, processing 80 per cent of 
building registration decisions within 
45 business days of receipt for the period 
from 1 July 2021 to 30 June 2022, with 
further improvements to be delivered in the 
following year. Enhanced timeliness for 
building and plumbing registrations to be 
reported annually. 

Ensuring 
compliance 
and enforcing 
standards 

Met Met  

2 By June 2023, deliver a secure online 
examination portal to enable practitioners 
and applicants to do desktop exams 
remotely. Online exams for all relevant 
building and plumbing assessments 
delivered by 30 June 2022. 

Modernising 
information 
and data 
systems 

Met Not met VBA told us that it 
expects to meet this 
target by the end of 
October 2023. 

3 By June 2023, enhance the digital 
experiences of practitioners and consumers 
by progressing VBA's digital transformation 
of regulatory processes and online 
interfaces. The progress indicators are: 
 Practitioner and customer online 

interactions increasing 10 per cent 
annually, with a baseline established by 
June 2022. 

 User experience with digital technology 
improved because of the Building 
Systems Technology Roadmap delivery. 

Promoting 
good 
practices 
across the 
sector 

Partially 
met 

Partially 
met 

VBA increased the 
practitioner and 
customer online 
interactions by an 
average of 17.6 per cent 
from July 2022 to April 
2023. However, VBA has 
not established an 
indicator for measuring 
user experience with 
digital technology. 

4 By June 2023, proactively inspect and 
monitor building works underway. Target:  
 inspect at least 10 per cent of new 

building permits. 

Ensuring 
compliance 
and enforcing 
standards 

Not met Not met We note that Better 
Regulation Victoria's 
VBA health check found 
that this target 
contributed to limiting 
VBA's ability to 
implement a risk-based 
inspection program. VBA 
told us that its next SOE 
will not include this 
target. 
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No. Target VAGO theme 

VBA’s 
attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed 
status* Comments 

VBA's internal report 
from 15 June 2023 
showed that it had 
inspected 7.67 per cent 
of new building permits 
from July 2022 to 
April 2023. 

5 By June 2023, develop and implement a 
program to identify emerging risks and 
issues within the industry, determine impact 
and assess solutions. Target: 
 pilot of practitioner profiles by 

30 June 2022. 

Ensuring 
compliance 
and enforcing 
standards 

Met Partially 
met 

VBA is in early stages of 
implementing a 
program. It developed 
3 dashboards that 
identify known risks in 
the sector from 
December 2022 to 
August 2023. However, 
these dashboards do not 
identify emerging risks 
yet. And VBA told us it is 
too early to tell if the 
information the 
dashboards generate is 
reducing risks within the 
sector. 

6 By June 2023, continue to mature VBA's risk 
leadership, capability, and capacity. VBA Risk 
Maturity score to increase year on year. 
Target: 
 70 per cent for 2022 and 80 per cent for 

2023. 

Modernising 
information 
and data 
systems 

Met Met  

7 By June 2023, automate data analytics to 
enhance oversight and transparency of 
regulated activities. 

Modernising 
information 
and data 
systems 

Met Met  

8 By June 2023, Building Surveyor Audit 
Program and provision of guidance 
materials established to focus on identified 
compliance risks. Indicators to show 
compliance improvements in targeted risk 
areas in comparison to year 2021. 

Ensuring 
compliance 
and enforcing 
standards 

Met Not met VBA has identified 
compliance risks. But it 
has not set indicators to 
show compliance 
improvements in the 
identified risk areas. 

9 By June 2023, work with regulatory partners 
to address complex and long-standing 
building permit and enforcement matters to 
ensure effective consumer outcomes. 

Ensuring 
compliance 
and enforcing 
standards 

Not met Not met VBA is working with the 
Department of Transport 
and Planning and other 
sector partners, but it 
has not addressed 
complex and long-
standing building permit 
and enforcement 
matters. 

10 By June 2023, strengthen consumer 
information by supporting the Department 
of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
building consumer information service and 
aligning consumer communications with 
Consumer Affairs Victoria. 

Promoting 
good 
practices 
across the 
sector 

Met Met  
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No. Target VAGO theme 

VBA’s 
attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed 
status* Comments 

11 By June 2023, increase the awareness and 
compliance of industry, building owners and 
the community in maintaining essential 
safety measures (ESMs) to protect the safety 
of building occupants through the provision 
of information and education. The progress 
indicators are: 
 number of revised/updated and new 

resources related to ESMs for industry, 
owners, building managers and 
consumers 

 number of downloads/views of 
resources related to ESMs 

 target groups of stakeholders satisfied 
that resources and information met their 
needs. 

Promoting 
good 
practices 
across the 
sector 

Not met Not met VBA advised it has 
started to revise and 
update ESMs for 
industry, owners, 
building managers and 
consumers. It has also 
developed an ESM 
Responsibilities 
Framework. But VBA has 
not provided the 
number of 
downloads/views of 
resources related to 
ESMs for 2022–23 or 
shown whether its target 
stakeholder groups are 
satisfied with the ESM 
resources and 
information. 

12 By June 2023, improve VBA's ongoing 
financial sustainability through the review of 
its operations and ensure financial 
self-sufficiency. VBA will: 
 complete fee model review by 

31 March 2022 
 implement Activity Based Costing by 

30 June 2022 
 comply with Victorian Government 

Purchasing Board requirements by 
30 June 2022. 

Ensuring 
financial 
sustainability 

Met Partially 
met 

VBA completed the 
plumbing fee review 
before 31 March 2022. 
However, in 
August 2022 the 
Minister for Planning 
asked VBA to postpone 
the release of the review. 
According the 2021–22 
compliance assessment, 
VBA complied with 16 of 
the 18 mandatory 
Victorian Government 
Purchasing Board 
requirements. 

13 By June 2023, deliver education and training 
programs, guidance materials to improve 
industry competence measures by reach and 
engagement of materials. 

Promoting 
good 
practices 
across the 
sector 

Met Met  

14 By June 2023, the VBA is to host the annual 
Building Surveyors' Conference in 2022 and 
2023. 

Promoting 
good 
practices 
across the 
sector 

Met Met VBA's 2023 Building 
Surveyors' Conference 
took place on 
16 August 2023. 

Source: VBA's 2021–23 SOE, VBA and VAGO. 
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Appendix E:  
Progress against selected Stage 
One Report recommendations  
Figure E1 lists selected recommendations from the Stage One Report. It also outlines VBA's 
attested status against them and our assessment. 
 
Figure E1: VBA’s progress against selected recommendations from the Stage One Report 

No. Selected recommendation VAGO theme 
VBA’s attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed status 

Recommendation 2: Enforce and improve requirements for documentation across the building lifecycle to improve 
accountability and transparency. 

1 There is a significant opportunity to expand the recently 
developed Building Activity Management System (BAMS) 
to support a consistent approach to lodging and tracking 
documentation across a building project. The Panel 
recommends that BAMS is integrated with the VBA’s other 
standalone systems to better enable data analysis. 

Modernising 
information and 
data systems 

Not started Not started 

Recommendation 11: Actively support the improvement of the VBA’s capacity so that it is a contemporary best practice 
regulator. 
The Panel recommends that the VBA continue to build on recent improvements and investments to lift its performance to 
meet contemporary standards for a best practice regulator. 

2 The Panel recommends that the VBA take steps to further 
develop transparent public reporting on achievements 
against targets for key priorities, such as its inspection, 
registration and disciplinary functions – this would build on 
its recent publishing of Quarterly Proactive Inspection 
Reports. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards  

In progress In progress 

3 The Panel recommends that the VBA take steps to enhance 
responsiveness for both proactive compliance and 
non-compliance and disciplinary matters referred to it, by 
publishing performance targets and reporting on 
achievements. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress 

4 The Panel recommends that the VBA take steps to further 
invest in a risk-based and intelligence-led audit and 
inspections regime which includes a renewed approach to 
the auditing of building surveyors. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress 

5 The Panel recommends that the VBA take steps to improve 
the collecting and sharing of information with other bodies 
with co-regulatory responsibilities. 

Promoting good 
practices across 
the sector 

In progress In progress 
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No. Selected recommendation VAGO theme 
VBA’s attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed status 

Recommendation 13: Introduce measures to strengthen the building approvals process for all projects. 
The Panel recommends a series of changes to begin in the short term. In conjunction with Recommendations 1–12– 
particularly those to enhance practitioner accountability, document quality, information sharing and regulatory oversight – 
these changes will help to provide improvements in the short term to the building approvals process for all projects. 

6 The Panel proposes that a new system for auditing of 
building surveyors is introduced. This should focus on 
areas identified as significant risks, such as conflicts of 
interest, and the consistency and quality of building 
documentation. The way in which this auditing is 
undertaken could include recognition of professional 
associations’ auditing systems (subject to them meeting 
rigorous ongoing standards). 

Modernising 
information and 
data systems 

In progress In progress 

7 The Panel proposes that the VBA renew its risk-based 
targeted inspection audit program with a greater focus on 
class 2 to 9 buildings. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress 

8 The Panel proposes that the VBA establish a priority 
project team to address existing orphan permits. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

Completed Completed 

9 The Panel proposes that a protocol between the VBA and 
councils be finalised to ensure clarity of roles and 
responsibilities about compliance and enforcement. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress 

Source: The Stage One Report, VBA and VAGO. 
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Appendix F:  
Progress against Better Regulation 
Victoria’s VBA health check 
recommendations 
Figure F1 lists the recommendations from Better Regulation Victoria’s VBA health check. It 
also outlines VBA’s attested status against them and our assessment. 
 
Figure F1: VBA’s progress against Better Regulation Victoria’s recommendations  

No. Recommendation VAGO theme 

VBA’s 
attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed 
status Comments 

1A Extending from the Annual Regulatory Plan 
(ARP), the VBA should adopt a multi-year 
view to how it will tackle major harms of 
concern, including the staging of different 
interventions and activities. This may take the 
form of a strategic harms plan which informs 
the development of the ARP. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress  

1B The VBA should commit to translating the 
ARP (and any multi-year plans) into its 
whole-organisation planning and resource 
management, to ensure that it delivers 
integrated, coordinated interventions across 
its functions. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress  

1C The VBA should develop activity and 
performance monitoring across its functions, 
linked to harm-minimisation outcomes, to 
support management of these integrated 
responses. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress  

1D The VBA should ensure that it effectively 
communicates externally on the ARP, its 
regulatory priorities and its actions to address 
these harms. Moving forward the VBA will 
need to report more broadly on its harms-
based approach to regulation. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

In progress In progress  

1E The VBA should review how it allocates 
compliance monitoring and enforcement 
resources to ensure sufficient capacity for 
strategic interventions. This should include 
identifying opportunities to pilot ‘problem 
solving’ projects for suitable harms, and 
developing internal capabilities to implement 
such an approach. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress  
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No. Recommendation VAGO theme 

VBA’s 
attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed 
status Comments 

1F The VBA should ensure it regularly provides 
internal communications on the ARP and 
actions to address harms. As the 
harms-based approach matures, these 
activities should become more integrated 
into planning and communications at all 
levels of the organisation. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress  

2A To optimise performance and investment 
impact, the VBA should articulate its priorities 
more clearly for data, reporting and measures 
of success. In doing so, the VBA should clarify 
its data priorities for managing operational 
performance and legislative requirements, as 
distinct from data sources that may inform 
broader data analytics. 

Modernising 
information and 
data systems 

In progress In progress  

2B To achieve its ambition of advanced data 
analytics and risk profiling, the VBA needs to 
prioritise attention to the 'Trusted Regulator' 
pillar of its strategy, with a focus on 
delivering accurate management of 
end-to-end operational activities (consistent 
with principle 7.3 of BRV's [Better Regulation 
Victoria's] Towards Best Practice guide). 

Modernising 
information and 
data systems 

In progress In progress  

2C In specifying its data and reporting needs, the 
VBA should account for: 
 how activities and regulatory responses 

are segmented under its programs,  
 how work is managed according to risk 

categories, and  
 how data from compliance activities are 

used by other VBA functions (e.g. 
education campaigns, guidance 
development, media, permitting). 

Modernising 
information and 
data systems 

In progress In progress  

2D The VBA should establish a business process 
reengineering function that engages 
operational leaders across the organisation 
and provides a foundation for technology 
reforms. This function should review how to 
streamline processes and data requirements, 
and ensure process engineering is completed 
prior to automation and IT [information 
technology] system development. 

Modernising 
information and 
data systems 

Not started Not started  

2E The VBA should seek to understand the 
potential for aligning regulatory process 
reforms with anticipated Service Victoria 
product and service offerings including 
‘licensing as a service’ and ‘regulator in a 
box’. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

In progress In progress  

3A The VBA should develop a policy position on 
the purpose(s) of Proactive Inspections 
Program (PIP) inspections, and how these 
purposes guide the approach to inspection 
planning, notification or scheduling with 
practitioners, and approach to compliance 
advice, direction and non-compliance 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress  
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No. Recommendation VAGO theme 

VBA’s 
attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed 
status Comments 

escalation onsite. In doing so, the VBA should 
better define the role of officer discretion in 
relation to centralised planning and allocation 
of activities. 

3B The VBA should develop a resource model 
that estimates the workload associated with 
different categories of inspection, accounting 
for risk and complexity. This model should be 
designed to provide a general understanding 
of time costs for different inspection types, as 
a reference for more detailed tracking of 
effort.  

Supporting staff 
wellbeing 

In progress In progress  

3C In designing its resource model, the VBA 
should account for associated activities, 
including compliance advice, close out 
inspection reports or letters, and compliance 
actions. As a starting point, the VBA should 
aim to estimate the expected 'rate' of 
different follow-up activities, depending on 
the risk category of inspections, with a focus 
on advice and remedial action, as distinct 
from sanctioning action. 

Supporting staff 
wellbeing 

In progress In progress  

3D The VBA should design the compliance 
monitoring model to support PIP inspections, 
whilst accounting for resources assigned to 
different categories of inspection (response 
and strategic). Whilst there are current 
impediments to managing these activities 
(including limitations in taking remedial 
action post occupancy permit), the VBA 
should seek to design its approach for a 
future state. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress  

3E The VBA should engage with [the former] 
Department of Environment Land Water and 
Planning and the Minister for Planning on its 
objectives for a more mature and 
comprehensive model for designing and 
monitoring work, with a focus on risk 
targeting, and moving from an activity quota 
to a balanced set of performance indicators, 
consistent with guidance set out in Towards 
Best Practice. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

In progress In progress  

3F The VBA should ensure that future IT 
[information technology] investments 
support increased visibility, tracking and 
management of inspection activities and 
end-to-end processes. 

Modernising 
information and 
data systems 

In progress In progress  

3G In designing its PIP model, the VBA should 
aim to set aside a portion of inspections for 
higher-risk sites and practitioners, and a 
portion for random sampling of general sites 
and practitioners to maintain visibility and 
monitor for emerging risks. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

In progress In progress  
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No. Recommendation VAGO theme 

VBA’s 
attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed 
status Comments 

3H The approach should account for maintaining 
a presence at ‘lower consequence, high 
likelihood’ risks including risks in high volume 
building activities; and explore options for 
incentivising self-monitoring programs by 
volume builders. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

Not started In progress VBA has started 
embedding a 
harm-based 
regulatory 
approach into all 
its planning and 
resource 
management. 

4A The VBA should review its suite of 
instruments used to respond to 
non-compliances with a view to moving away 
from the current use of letters as a default. 
This should include assessing the role and 
scope of including inspection records, letters, 
and Directions to Fix (DTFs). In doing so, the 
VBA should consider how its policies and 
procedures promote accurate and complete 
note taking/records, and how these 
notes/records are translated into 
observations in inspection records and 
directions, or as inputs into briefs of 
evidence. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

Not started Not started  

4B In reviewing its approach, the VBA should 
examine and develop policy positions on the 
different scenarios in which issue of a DTF 
may interact with the role of the Relevant 
Building Surveyor (RBS), whether an issue 
identified in response to a notification or 
complaint, or a proactive inspection; in 
relation to the timing of RBS inspections. This 
includes navigating how VBA action is 
intended to bolster compliance without 
diminishing the primary obligations of the 
RBS. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

Not started Not started  

4C In setting policies, guidelines and templates 
for these instruments, the VBA should take 
account of procedural fairness, focusing on 
clarity for the recipient of the nature of the 
breach and remedy, how to query 
requirements, and review rights. To support 
this change, VBA executive should give 
direction on the level of information 
necessary to communicate in the remedial 
tool, versus what information is necessary to 
have a record of for potential sanctioning 
action, or for when cautioning a practitioner. 

Ensuring 
compliance and 
enforcing 
standards 

Not started Not started  

4D The VBA use guidance and proactive 
engagement to support practitioner 
understanding of its revised compliance 
approach. This may include a new section in 
the Compliance and Enforcement Policy, 
website updates, brochures on what to 
expect from inspections and remedial actions, 
engagement with RBS' on their role and 
obligations and the complementary role of 
VBA when it takes action. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

In progress Not started VBA's draft 
Compliance and 
Enforcement 
Policy does not 
say it will meet 
this 
recommendation. 
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No. Recommendation VAGO theme 

VBA’s 
attested 
status 

VAGO’s 
assessed 
status Comments 

4E The VBA should explore the option of 
providing draft DTFs to practitioners before 
issue (e.g. with the inspection record), as 
mechanism for query and discussion of 
requirements, with access to the issuing 
officer or another expert. A focus of this 
process would be on allowing practitioners to 
justify alternative building methods that meet 
building code requirements. Lessons learnt 
from any such queries should be fed into the 
VBA's quality improvement and learning 
programs, and guidance from the State 
Building Surveyor. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

Not started Not started  

5A The VBA should explore alternative ways to 
communicate PIP activities, such as more 
social media 'bulletin' type updates that 
summarise compliance data including VBA 
actions taken. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

In progress In progress  

5B In its communications, the VBA should 
emphasise guidance given and remedial 
actions taken, under a narrative of 'predicable 
and expected outcomes' and constructive 
compliance management' – as opposed to 
'enforcement and punishment'. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

Not started Not started  

5C In its communications, the VBA should 
emphasise volumes of activities taken, ideally 
by sector, site type, or location. This might 
include total volumes by month, quarter or 
year. The VBA should assess when and how 
reporting against the Statement of 
Expectations performance measure is used. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

Not started Not started  

5D The VBA should track and report on volumes 
of remedial actions taken, ranging from 
onsite compliance advice, to follow up advice 
and directions, including escalation (including 
to sanction) where required actions were not 
complied. 

Modernising 
information and 
data systems 

Not started Not started  

5E The VBA should increase the prominence of 
its Compliance and Enforcement Policy and 
communicate the role of remedial actions its 
policy. A standalone webpage/section should 
be considered. This webpage could include 
periodic high-level updates on compliance 
activity. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

Not started Not started  

5F The VBA should review the 'tone' of its 
remedial instruments including letters and 
directions to fix, to clarify risk terminology 
and ensure transparency about basis of 
actions, review rights, and the 'constructive' 
intent of the instruments. This work should 
inform and link to broader communications 
about the role of different VBA responses in 
constructively growing industry knowledge 
and compliance. 

Promoting 
good practices 
across the 
sector 

Not started Not started  

Source: Better Regulation Victoria’s VBA health check, VBA and VAGO. 
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Auditor-General’s reports tabled 
during 2023–24 

Report title Tabled 
Cybersecurity: Cloud Computing Products (2023–24: 1) August 2023 
Responses to Performance Engagement Recommendations: Annual Status Update 2023  
(2023–24: 2) 

August 2023 

Eloque: the Joint Venture Between DoT and Xerox (2023–24: 3) October 2023 
Domestic Building Oversight Part 1: Regulation (2023–24: 4) November 2023 

 
All reports are available for download in PDF and HTML format on our website at https://www.audit.vic.gov.au 
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Our role and contact details 
The Auditor-
General’s role 

For information about the Auditor-General’s role and VAGO’s work, please see our online fact 
sheet About VAGO.  

 
Our assurance 
services 

Our online fact sheet Our assurance services details the nature and levels of assurance that we 
provide to Parliament and public sector agencies through our work program. 

 
Contact details Victorian Auditor-General’s Office 

Level 31, 35 Collins Street 
Melbourne Vic 3000 
AUSTRALIA 
Phone +61 3 8601 7000 
Email enquiries@audit.vic.gov.au 

 
 

https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2021-02/About VAGO_v1.pdf
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/Our role/Our-assurance-services.pdf
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